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The Witch's Cradle - Gillian White 2013-03-19
“How the people love a sinner, especially when she is a woman. Witch!
Witch!” The Dark End of the Street is a television program thatpries into
the business of Barry and Cheryl Higgins and their three small children,
uncovering every nasty aspect of their lives on welfare in front of a
fascinated and disgusted audience. The couple didn’t get rich off the
wildly successful reality show, though, so why would anyone want to
kidnap the kids? When the two older children are found, there is little
doubt that Cheryl planned their disappearance to win the public’s
affection and boost the show’s ratings. As the media and the legal system
condemn Cheryl, one question remains: Where is baby Cara? Gillian
White adeptly demonstrates how the public’s need to know and to
judge—and how people can profit from those impulses—is a modern kind
of witch hunt.
Star Children - Clara Asscher-Pinkhof

it comes from an intriguing source: a woman calling herself Princess
Maricara of Transylvania. Alpha lord Kimber Langford, Earl of Chasen,
can’t ignore the possibility. For whoever this unknown princess may be,
she’s dangerous enough to know about his existence—and where to find
him. And indeed, it isn’t long before Maricara breaches the defenses of
Darkfrith and the walls around Kimber’s heart. Yet the princess arrives
with urgent news: a mysterious serial killer is targeting the entire drákon
race. To save their kind, Kimber and Mari must ally themselves body and
soul in a battle that can spell their salvation, their extinction…or both.
The Penguin Book of First World War Stories - Ann-Marie Einhaus
2007-10-25
An anthology of Great War short stories by British writers, both famous
and lesser-known authors, men and women, during the war and after its
end. These stories are able to illustrate the impact of the Great War on
British society and culture and the many modes in which short fiction
contributed to the war's literature. The selection covers different
periods: the war years themselves, the famous boom years of the late
1920s to the more recent past in which the First World War has received
new cultural interest.
Secrets of the Tides - Hannah Richell 2012-04-24
'Moving and deeply suspenseful' - Sydney Morning Herald Every family

Queen of Dragons - Shana Abé 2008-11-25
They are the stuff of glittering legend, supersensual creatures able to
shape-shift from human to smoke to dragon. Now they face an enemy
determined to destroy their dazzling world of magic and passion. Queen
of Dragons It’s a stunning claim: the existence of a lost drákon tribe. And
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has its secrets. Some are small, like telling a white lie or snooping
through a private drawer. Others are more serious, like infidelity and
betrayal. And some secrets are so terrible they must be hidden away in a
deep, dark place, for if they ever came to light, they would surely tear a
family apart... The Tides are a family full of secrets. Returning to
Clifftops, the rambling family house perched high on the Dorset
coastline, youngest daughter Dora hopes for a fresh start, for herself and
the new life she carries. But can long-held secrets ever really be
forgiven? And even if you can forgive, can you ever really learn to love
again? Secrets of the Tides is the spellbinding debut from Hannah
Richell, a rich and compelling family drama with a dark thread of
suspense at its heart. This updated edition includes a chapter from
Hannah's new novel, The Shadow Year, available now. 'A definite pageturner with unexpected depths' - The Australian Women's Weekly '...a
tale of secrets, lies, betrayal and infidelity... Heartbreakingly good' Herald Sun
Shoulder the Sky - Anne Perry 2005-08-30
In the firmament of great historical novelists, Anne Perry is a star of the
greatest magnitude. First there were her acclaimed Victorian mysteries,
sparkling with passion and suspense. Now readers have embraced this
bestselling new series of World War I novels–which juxtapose the
tranquil life of the English countryside with the horrors of war. By April
of 1915, as chaplain Joseph Reavley tends to the soldiers in his care, the
nightmare of trench warfare is impartially cutting down England’s youth.
On one of his rescue forays into no-man’s-land, Joseph finds the body of
an arrogant war correspondent, Eldon Prentice. A nephew of the
respected General Owen Cullingford, Prentice was despised for his
prying attempts to elicit facts that would turn public opinion against the
war. Most troublesome to Joseph, Prentice has been killed not by German
fire but, apparently, by one of his own compatriots. What Englishman
hated Prentice enough to kill him? Joseph is afraid he may know, and his
sister, Judith, who is General Cullingford’s driver and translator, harbors
her own fearful suspicions. Meanwhile, Joseph and Judith’s brother,
Matthew, an intelligence officer in London, continues his quiet search for
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the sinister figure they call the Peacemaker, who, like Eldon Prentice, is
trying to undermine the public support for the struggle–and, as the
Reavley family has good reason to believe, is in fact at the heart of a
fantastic plot to reshape the entire world. An intimate of kings, the
Peacemaker kills with impunity, and his dark shadow stretches from the
peaceful country lanes of Cambridgeshire to the twin hells of Ypres and
Gallipoli. In this mesmerizing series, Anne Perry has found a subject
worthy of her gifts. Illuminating the murderous conflict whose violence
still resounds in our consciousness–as well as the souls of men and
women who lived it–Shoulder the Sky is a taut, inspiring masterpiece.
Dragon Ore - Brian Rathbone 2010-06-05
Book Three of The Dawning of Power trilogy. Clinging to life, Catrin
Volker struggles to regain her strength as her foes go in search of even
greater power. Ancient enemies threaten and forgotten alliances emerge
in the exciting conclusion of The Dawning of Power trilogy.
Mexico - James A. Michener 2015-04-07
Pulitzer Prize–winning author James A. Michener, whose novels hurtle
from the far reaches of history to the dark corners of the world, paints an
intoxicating portrait of a land whose past and present are as turbulent,
fascinating, and colorful as any other on Earth. When an American
journalist travels to report on the upcoming duel between two great
matadors, he is ultimately swept up in the dramatic story of his own
Mexican ancestry—from the brilliance and brutality of the ancients, to
the iron fist of the invading Spaniards, to modern Mexico, fighting
through dust and bloodshed to build a nation upon the ashes of
revolution. Architectural splendors, frenzied bullfights, horrific human
sacrifice: Michener weaves them all into an epic human story that ranks
with the best of his beloved bestselling novels. Praise for Mexico
“Michener the storyteller at his finest . . . There are splendid and
authentic scenes in the plaza de toros that are as dramatic as any written
by Ernest Hemingway or Barnaby Conrad.”—The New York Times Book
Review “Astounding . . . fast-moving, intriguing . . . Michener is back in
huge, familiar form with Mexico.”—Los Angeles Daily News “An
enthralling story . . . Michener artfully combines the history of Mexico
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with the art of bullfighting, teaching the reader about both and telling a
grand story at the same time.”—St. Louis Post-Dispatch “A novel of epic
proportions, abounding in visual and historical detail.”—Richmond
Times-Dispatch
Lionheart - Ben Kane 2020-05-28
REBEL. LEADER. BROTHER. KING. 1179. Henry II is King of England,
Wales, Ireland, Normandy, Brittany and Aquitaine. The House of
Plantagenet reigns supreme. But there is unrest in Henry's house. Not
for the first time, his family talks of rebellion. Ferdia - an Irish nobleman
taken captive during the conquest of his homeland - saves the life of
Richard, the king's son. In reward for his bravery, he is made squire to
Richard, who is already a renowned warrior. Crossing the English
Channel, the two are plunged into a campaign to crush rebels in
Aquitaine. The bloody battles and gruelling sieges which followed would
earn Richard the legendary name of Lionheart. But Richard's older
brother, Henry, is infuriated by his sibling's newfound fame. Soon it
becomes clear that the biggest threat to Richard's life may not be rebel
or French armies, but his own family... 'A rip-roaring epic, filled with
arrows and spattered with blood. Gird yourself with mail when you start.'
Paul Finch 'Ben's deeply authoritative depiction of the time is delivered
in a deft manner.' Simon Scarrow
Training Ground - Siegfried Lenz 1991
Through the limited viewpoint of the confused and vulnerable Bruno, this
novel provides a complex commentary both on the decline of a family and
on the wider history of post-war Germany. The author has won a number
of literary awards, including the Thomas Mann Prize.
At Some Disputed Barricade - Anne Perry 2007-03-13
Anne Perry’s gift for illuminating the heart’s deepest secrets shines
through in her bestselling series of World War I novels. With compelling
immediacy, she depicts the struggles of men and women torn by their
convictions and challenged by the perils of war. July 1917. Joseph
Reavley, a chaplain, and his sister, Judith, an ambulance driver, are
bone-weary as they approach the fourth year of the conflict; the peace of
the English countryside seems a world away. On the Western Front, the
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Battle of Passchendaele has begun, and among the many fatalities from
Joseph’s regiment is the trusted commanding officer, who is replaced by
a young major whose pompous incompetence virtually guarantees that
many good soldiers will die needlessly. But soon he, too, is dead–killed by
his own men. Although Joseph would like to turn a blind eye, he knows
that he must not. Judith, however, anguished at the prospect of courtsmartial and executions for the twelve men arrested for the crime, has no
such inhibitions and, risking of her own life, helps all but one of the
prisoners to escape. Back in England, Joseph and Judith’s brother,
Matthew, continues his desperate pursuit to unmask the sinister figure
known as the Peacemaker–an obsessed genius who has committed
murder and treason in an attempt to stop Britain from winning the war.
As Matthew trails the Peacemaker, Joseph tracks his comrades through
Switzerland and into enemy territory. His search will lead to a reckoning
pitting courage and honor against the blind machinery of military justice.
At Some Disputed Barricade is an Anne Perry masterpiece–brilliant,
surprising, and unforgettable.
Pestilence - Randall Wood 2013-06-07
The bombing of an American Embassy in Africa pulls Special Agent Jack
Randall out of his current doghouse status with the FBI and sends him on
the trail of one of the worlds most wanted terrorist. While sifting through
the debris, his team discovers a mysterious shipment of medications.
Medications they soon discover that are valuable enough to kill for. Jack
is forced to embark on two missions, catching the terrorist responsible
for the bombing and discovering the source of the medications. The trail
leads him from the deserts of Africa, to the Centers for Disease Control,
and on to the higher offices of the United States Government. As the
team uncovers the true nature and purpose of the medications, Jack is
faced with a decades old plot involving secret treaties, biological
warfare, and deadly plagues.
Predators - Brian Glyn Williams 2013-07-31
Predators is a riveting introduction to the murky world of Predator and
Reaper drones, the CIA's and U.S. military's most effective and
controversial killing tools. Brian Glyn Williams combines policy analysis
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with the human drama of the spies, terrorists, insurgents, and innocent
tribal peoples who have been killed in the covert operation-the CIA's
largest assassination campaign since the Vietnam War era-being waged
in Pakistan's tribal regions via remote control aircraft known as drones,
or unmanned aerial vehicles. Having traveled extensively in the Pashtun
tribal areas while working for the U.S. military and the CIA, Williams
explores in detail of the new technology of airborne assassinations. From
miniature Scorpion missiles designed to kill terrorists while avoiding
civilian "collateral damage" to prathrais, the cigarette lighter-size
homing beacons spies plant on their unsuspecting targets to direct drone
missiles to them, the author describes the drone arsenal in full.
Evaluating the ethics of targeted killings and drone technology, Williams
covers more than a hundred drone strikes, analyzing the number of slain
civilians versus the number of terrorists killed to address the claims of
antidrone activists. In examining the future of drone warfare, he reveals
that the U.S. military is already building more unmanned than manned
aerial vehicles. Predators helps us weigh the pros and cons of the drone
program so that we can decide whether it is a vital strategic asset, a
"frenemy," or a little of both.
The Teacher and the Virgin - Jessa James 2019-02-26
An older man, a younger woman, an irresistible attraction. My BFFs and
I made a pact the last month of high school: No one was going to college
a virgin. The only question was, who would we choose? I knew exactly
who I wanted. My teacher, Mr. Parker. I might have just graduated, but I
was still his student. But Mr. Parker isn’t teaching me anything in that
boring civics textbook any longer. He’s bossy. He’s demanding. He’s so
much older than I am. And he’s opening my eyes, teaching me exactly
how pleasurable surrender can be.
Celtic Knot - Tammy Doherty 2005-06
Set in 1890 Colorado, this tale about learning to love and be loved is
interwoven with a story of counterfeiting, fraud, and murder.
Cars and Trucks and Other Vehicles - Claude Delafosse 1996
Laminated pages with transparent overlays introduce various types of
cars, trucks, bicycles, bulldozers, and other vehicles.
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The Jerusalem Diamond - Noah Gordon 2012-06-05
A man travels to Israel to uncover a diamond’s remarkable past in this
vivid historical saga from the New York Times–bestselling author of The
Physician. A diamond cutter and seller from a long, respected line of
precious-gem dealers, New Yorker Harry Hopeman is intrigued by the
story of the so-called “Jerusalem Diamond,” a magnificent yellow jewel
rumored to date back to the biblical time of King Solomon. So when he’s
asked to broker a deal that will return the legendary gemstone to Israel,
he eagerly accepts. Arriving in the volatile Middle East, Hopeman soon
discovers that his assignment will be anything but easy. Representatives
of the Holy Land’s three major religions—Judaism, Christianity, and
Islam—are all laying claim to the priceless jewel that once adorned the
miter of Pope Gregory, and they will do anything to possess it. Partnering
with Israeli government agent Tamar Strauss—a beautiful and
courageous Yemenite war widow who inspires the visiting American’s
passion as well as his respect—Hopeman is soon entangled in a web of
mystery and intrigue that crosses continents and stretches back
thousands of years. As the duo follows the twisting travels of the gem
and the bloody conflicts it has ignited throughout its extraordinary
past—a history that intertwines with Hopeman’s own family saga—the
story of a breathtaking land and its people unfolds in all its drama and
glory. International-bestselling author Noah Gordon—whose acclaimed
historical novel The Physician was the inspiration for the major motion
picture of the same name starring Ben Kingsley— “has packed a
suspense tale with religious, historical and archeological underpinnings,
along with fascinating insights into an industry whose conduct is
generally shrouded from outside scrutiny” (The Philadelphia Inquirer).
Death in Avignon - Serena Kent 2020-03-03
Set amidst the gorgeous backdrop of Provence, Serena Kent’s second
book in the deliciously entertaining Penelope Kite series finds the
amateur sleuth romantically linked with the mayor of St. Merlot and
dashing to solve the murder of an expat artist—perfect for fans of Peter
Mayle and Agatha Christie. After an eventful first few months in
Provence, it seems Penelope is finally settling into her delightful new life,
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complete with a gorgeous love interest in the mayor of St. Merlot. When
Penelope and the mayor attend a glamorous gallery opening, Penelope’s
biggest worry is embarrassing herself in front of her date. But the
evening takes a horrifying turn when a controversial expat painter,
Roland Doncaster, chokes to death. A tragic accident? Or a malicious
plot? Reluctantly drawn into the murder investigation, Penelope
discovers that any number of jealous lovers and scheming rivals could be
involved. And with dashing art dealers to charm, patisseries to resist,
and her own friends under suspicion, Penelope will need to draw upon all
her sleuthing talents to uncover the truth. Set against the stunning vistas
of Provence, Serena Kent returns with the second installment of her
charming mystery series featuring the unflappable Penelope Kite.
Bittersweet - Miranda Beverly-Whittemore 2015-04-28
Suspenseful and cinematic, New York Times bestseller Bittersweet
exposes the gothic underbelly of an idyllic world of privilege and an
outsider’s hunger to belong. On scholarship at a prestigious East Coast
college, ordinary Mabel Dagmar is surprised to befriend her roommate,
the beautiful, wild, blue-blooded Genevra Winslow. Ev invites Mabel to
spend the summer at Bittersweet, her cottage on the Vermont estate
where her family has been holding court for more than a century. Mabel
falls in love with midnight skinny-dipping, the wet dog smell that lingers
near the yachts, and the moneyed laughter that carries across the still
lake while fireworks burst overhead. Before she knows it, she has
everything she’s ever wanted: friendship, a boyfriend, access to wealth,
and, most of all, for the first time in her life, the sense that she belongs.
But as Mabel becomes an insider, a terrible discovery leads to shocking
violence and reveals what the Winslows may have done to keep their
power intact--and what they might do to anyone who threatens them.
Mabel must choose: either expose the ugliness surrounding her and face
expulsion from paradise, or keep the family’s dark secrets and make Ev's
world her own.
Farewell, Grandpa Elephant - Isabel Abedi 2012-05-15
When Grandpa Elephant tells his grandchildren that he is going to the
elephant graveyard to die, the children have many questions for him
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about death and what comes next.
The Mephisto Club - Tess Gerritsen 2007
On Christmas Eve, Boston Medical Examiner Maura Isles is summoned to
the scene of a brutal killing and teams up with Detective Jane Rizzoli to
investigate the victim's ties to Joyce O'Donnell, a cantankerous
psychologist, and to a sinister cabal called the Mephisto Club, a group
devoted to a study of evil in all its malevolent forms. Reprint.
The Murderer in Ruins - Cay Rademacher 2015-08-15
SHORTLISTED FOR THE CWA INTERNATIONAL DAGGER AWARD 2016
'Undoubtedly the most powerful work of crime fiction I have read this
year' Independent 'Vivid and harrowing' Sunday Times 'Police
procedural, romance, thriller The Murderer in Ruins has a bit of
everything and it's one hell of a read.' Bücher Hamburg, 1947 A ruined
city occupied by the British, who bombed it, experiencing the coldest
winter in living memory. Food and supplies are rationed; refugees and
the homeless are crammed into concrete bunkers and ramshackle huts;
trade on the black market is rife. A killer is on the loose, and all attempts
to find him or her have failed. Plagued with worry about his missing son,
Frank Stave is a career policeman with a tragedy in his past that is
driving his determination to find the killer. With frustration and anger
mounting in an already tense city, Stave is under increasing pressure to
find out why - in the wake of a wave of atrocity, the grim Nazi past and
the bleak attempts by his German countrymen to recreate a country from
the apocalypse - someone still has the stomach for murder. The first of a
trilogy, The Murderer in Ruins vividly describes a poignant moment in
British-German history, with a riveting plot that culminates in a shocking
denouement. Translated from ther German by Peter Millar
Düsterbruch - Eva Almstädt 2011-03-17
Kommissarin Pia Korittki ermittelt in einem Mordfall - und ein Dorf
schweigt Der Selbstmord einer Bäuerin führt Kommissarin Pia Korittki in
den kleinen Ort Düsterbruch. Hier sind Familien und Nachbarn noch
füreinander da. Doch dann bringt ein Mord im Dorf eine alte, nie
geklärte Familientragödie zutage, und Pia muss erkennen, dass die
Menschen in Düsterbruch eine verschworene Gemeinschaft bilden - auch
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und erst recht im Falle eines Verbrechens ... Der siebte Band der
erfolgreichen Krimi-Reihe von Bestsellerautorin Eva Almstädt!
The Missing Corpse - Jean-Luc Bannalec 2019-04-23
"Roll over Maigret. Commissaire Dupin has arrived." —M.C. Beaton on
Death in Brittany "Very satisfying...along the lines of Martin Walker’s
novels set in Dordogne, or M.L. Longworth’s Aix-en-Provence mysteries."
—Booklist on Murder on Brittany Shores The Missing Corpse is
internationally bestselling author, Jean-Luc Bannalec’s fourth novel in
the Commissaire Dupin series. It’s picturesque, suspenseful, and the next
best thing to a trip to Brittany. Along the picturesque Belon River, home
of the world famous oyster beds, between steep cliffs, ominous forests
and the Atlantic Ocean, a stubborn elderly film actress discovers a
corpse. By the time Commissaire Dupin arrives at the scene, the body
has disappeared. A little while later, he receives a phone call from the
mystical hills of Monts d'Arree, where legends of fairies and the devil
abound: another unidentified body has turned up. Dupin quickly realizes
this may be his most difficult and confounding case yet, with links to
celtic myths, a sand theft operation, and mysterious ancient druid cults.
The Romance Reader - Pearl Abraham 1997-04-01
In one of the most exciting debuts in years, Pearl Abraham--who grew up
in a Hasidic community herself--presents the story of Rachel, a girl
caught between the strictly controlled world of ultra Orthodox Judaism
and the sedictive yearnings of her own heart. Both a coming-of-age story
and a brave, beautifully rendered expose of a hidden, insular world . . .
heartrending.--Elle.
Reckless Creed - Alex Kava 2016-09-27
In this edge-of-your-seat thriller from New York Times–bestselling author
Alex Kava, Ryder Creed, his K-9 search-and-rescue dogs, and FBI agent
Maggie O’Dell find themselves at the center of a dire and mysterious
case. In Chicago, a young man jumps from his thirtieth-story hotel room;
along the Missouri river, a hunter and his son stumble upon a lake whose
surface is littered with snow geese, all of them dead; and in southern
Alabama, Ryder Creed and his search-and-rescue dog Grace find the
body of a young woman who went missing in the Conecuh National
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Forest...and it appears she filled her pockets with rocks and walked into
the river. Before long Ryder Creed and FBI profiler Maggie O’Dell will
discover the ominous connection among these mysterious deaths. What
they find may be the most prolific killer the United States has ever
known.
Goldstein - Volker Kutscher 2018-10-23
The Basis for the International TV Sensation Babylon Berlin One of
CrimeReads's Favorite Crime Books of the Year (Selected by Paul
French) “[Kutscher's] trick is ingenious...He's created a portrait of an era
through the lense of genre fiction.”—The New York Times Volker
Kutscher, author of the international bestseller Babylon Berlin, continues
his Gereon Rath Mystery series with Goldstein as a police inspector
investigates the crime and corruption of a decadent 1930s Berlin in the
shadows of the growing Nazi movement. Berlin, 1931. A power struggle
is taking place in Berlin's underworld. The American gangster Abraham
Goldstein is in residence at the Hotel Excelsior. As a favour to the FBI,
the police put him under surveillance with Detective Gereon Rath on the
job. As Rath grows bored and takes on a private case for his seedy pal
Johann Marlow, he soon finds himself in the middle of a Berlin street
war. Meanwhile Rath's on-off girlfriend, Charly, lets a young woman she
is interrogating escape, and soon her investigations cross Rath's from the
other side. Berlin is a divided city where two worlds are about to collide:
the world of the American gangster and the expanding world of Nazism.
A Cowboy's Touch - Denise Hunter 2011-03-27
Abigail is just in Moose Creek, Montana for the summer to temporarily
care for her great aunt. But a tender-hearted cowboy beckons her to
stay. Abigail Jones intends to spend just one summer in middle-ofnowhere Montana with her Aunt Lucy. Time away from her job is just
what Abigail needs to reassess her life. The slow pace has her breathing
deeply for the first time in years. And the majestic scenery encourages
her to get reacquainted with herself . . . and God. What she didn't count
on was the handsome widowed cowboy who owns the ranch where her
aunt lives. When the rancher loses his daughter's nanny, Abigail decides
to lend a hand for the summer. Wade Ryan can't help being attracted to
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Abigail. But he's given up everything to protect his daughter, and he's
not about to risk it all on a pretty face. Under Abigail's care, Wade's
home and daughter thrive. And with Wade's touch, Abigail's heart feels
at home at last. But Abigail knows this elusive rancher is hiding
something. Will her own secrets separate her from the cowboy who
finally captured her heart?
The March Fallen - Volker Kutscher 2020-09-10
1933: A homeless veteran is found dead under railway arches in Berlin;
apparently killed by an army dagger. Gereon Rath is brought onto the
case just as the Reichstag mysteriously burns down. Unsettled by the
Nazis' tightening grip; he and Charlotte Ritter must also contend with
their political colleagues. The new Germany is frightening; but police
work must go on even among book-burning and marching; rising
paranoia and fear.
Beton Rouge - Simone Buchholz 2018-12-21
On a warm September morning, an unconscious man is found in a cage
at the entrance to the offices of one of the biggest German newspapers.
Closer inspection shows he is a manager of the company, and that he's
been tortured. Three days later, another manager appears in similar
circumstances. Chastity Riley and her new colleague Ivo Stepanovic are
tasked with uncovering the truth behind the attacks, an investigation
that goes far beyond the revenge they first suspect, to the dubious past
shared by both victims. Traveling to the south of Germany, they step into
the elite world of boarding schools, where secrets are currency, and
monsters are bred—monsters who will stop at nothing to protect
themselves. A smart, dark, probing thriller, full of all the hard-boiled
poetry and acerbic wit of the very best noir, Beton Rouge is both a
classic whodunit and a scintillating expose of society, by one of the most
exciting names in crime fiction.
Beach Town - Mary Kay Andrews 2015-05-19
Greer Hennessy is a struggling movie location scout. Her last location
shoot ended in disaster when a film crew destroyed property on an
avocado grove. And Greer ended up with the blame. Now Greer has been
given one more chance—a shot at finding the perfect undiscovered beach
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town for a big budget movie. She zeroes in on a sleepy Florida panhandle
town. There's one motel, a marina, a long stretch of pristine beach and
an old fishing pier with a community casino—which will be perfect for
the film's climax—when the bad guys blow it up in an all-out assault on
the townspeople. Greer slips into town and is ecstatic to find the last
unspoilt patch of the Florida gulf coast. She takes a room at the only
motel in town, and starts working her charm. However, she finds a
formidable obstacle in the town mayor, Eben Thinadeaux. Eben is a bornagain environmentalist who's seen huge damage done to the town by a
huge paper company. The bay has only recently been re-born, a fishing
industry has sprung up, and Eben has no intention of letting anybody
screw with his town again. The only problem is that he finds Greer way
too attractive for his own good, and knows that her motivation is in
direct conflict with his. Will true love find a foothold in this small beach
town before it's too late and disaster strikes? Told with Mary Kay
Andrews inimitable wit and charm, the New York Times bestseller Beach
Town is this year's summer beach read!
Black Site - Dalton Fury 2012-01-31
A first entry in a new series by the best-selling author of Kill Bin Laden
finds Delta Force operator Kolt Raynor seeking redemption by
attempting the rescue of teammates he caused to be captured three
years earlier, a mission that leads to his discovery of an al Qaeda plot to
take over a secret U.S. military prison.
Mapping the Deep: The Extraordinary Story of Ocean Science - Robert
Kunzig 2000-10-17
A vivid, up-to-date tour of the Earth's last frontier, a remote and
mysterious realm that nonetheless lies close to the heart of even the
most land-locked reader. The sea covers seven-tenths of the Earth, but
we have mapped only a small percentage of it. The sea contains millions
of species of animals and plants, but we have identified only a few
thousand of them. The sea controls our planet's climate, but we do not
really understand how. The sea is still the frontier, and yet it seems so
familiar that we sometimes forget how little we know about it. Just as we
are poised on the verge of exploiting the sea on an unprecedented
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scale—mining it, fertilizing it, fishing it out—this book reminds us of how
much we have yet to learn. More than that, it chronicles the knowledge
explosion that has transformed our view of the sea in just the past few
decades, and made it a far more interesting and accessible place. From
the Big Bang to that far-off future time, two billion years from now, when
our planet will be a waterless rock; from the lush crowds of life at
seafloor hot springs to the invisible, jewel-like plants that float at the sea
surface; from the restless shifting of the tectonic plates to the majestic
sweep of the ocean currents, Kunzig's clear and lyrical prose transports
us to the ends of the Earth. Originally published in hardcover as The
Restless Sea. "Robert Kunzig is a creator of what oceanographer Harry
Hess once referred to as 'geopoetry.' He covers vast tracts of time and
space and makes his subjects electrifying."—Richard Ellis, The Times
[London] "The Restless Sea immediately surfaces at the top of the list of
journalistic treatments of oceanography. . . .The book opened my eyes to
numerous wonders."—Richard Strickland, American Scientist "When you
head for the coast this summer, leave that trashy beach novel at home.
Instead, pack Robert Kunzig's book. Because just beyond your rental
cottage lies the restless sea, where three-mile-tall mountain ranges crisscross the ocean floor, and deep trenches harbor mysterious creatures. . .
. The book is easy to read, and will bring you up to date on the startling
discoveries oceanographers have made during the past few
decades."—Phillip Manning, The News and Observer [Raleigh, North
Carolina] ] "Anyone who loves the sea should read this book."—Sebastian
Junger
Tidal Shift - Dora Heldt 2013-05-28
To Christine, her Aunt Inge and Uncle Walter are reliable fixtures in the
family, dependable and destined to be together forever. So when she
spies Inge in the company of a man who is most certainly not her
husband, life as Christine knows it takes a turn for the unexpected.
Suddenly, what began as a blissful vacation with her gorgeous boyfriend
on her native island of Sylt has morphed into a family drama of epic
proportions -- and a rude wake-up call for Christine.
Damnation - Peter Beck 2018-02-01
dusterbruch-pia-korittkis-siebter-fall-kommissari

Dead clients are bad for business, something that Tom Winter, head of
security at a private Swiss bank, knows only too well. When a helicopter
explosion kills a valuable client and a close colleague, Winter teams up
with the mysterious Egyptian businesswoman Fatima Hakim to expose
the truth behind their deaths. Together they follow the money trail
around the world and back into the Swiss mountains, the NSA watching
their every move. As they start closing in on the truth, Winter and Fatima
turn from being the hunters to the hunted, finding themselves in a
deadly, high-stakes race against the clock.
Trophy - Steffen Jacobsen 2017-07-04
For Fans of Jo Nesbø, Stieg Larsson, and Henning Mankell, a Gripping
Nordic Thriller That Was a Bestseller in Denmark After the death of her
industrialist father, Elizabeth Caspersen finds a compromising DVD in
his safe: it seems to show two people being hunted to their death in a
gruesome, well-organized manhunt. Michael Sander, a private
investigator and security consultant, is hired to find out who the victims
are and why Caspersen was involved. Meanwhile, police investigator
Lene Jensen is investigating the death of a decorated war veteran found
hanged on his wedding night. Having recently come into money, the man
appears to have been driven to suicide, but the question is, why? As the
two cases begin to intertwine, Lene and Michael uncover a chilling
secret: the existence of a hunting club formed by Denmark’s elite
businessmen, where the targets are humans who are carefully selected
and made to run for their lives. As their investigations take them into the
darkest depths of humanity, uncovering crimes that reach further than
they ever imagined, Lene and Michael must team up to overcome an
opponent who outstrips them in resources and lethal danger—before
they become the ones who are hunted.
Liberators - James Wesley, Rawles 2015-10-13
"The latest survivalist thriller from the New York Times bestselling
author and founder of survivalblog.com gives readers an unprecedented
look into a post-apocalyptic world resulting from an all-too-real disaster
scenario. When looting and rioting overwhelm all the major US cities,
Afghanistan War vet Ray McGregor makes his way from Michigan's
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now she's in high school and wishing she lived in a big city where she
could meet new people and see new things. In other words, like fifteenyear-olds everywhere, Miriam is desperately waiting for her life to start
happening. Something, anything -- a first love, perhaps. And then love
comes, in a completely unexpected way, when Miriam meets a new
classmate, Laura. Suddenly, life is very complicated and unsettling, as
Miriam finds herself lying to her girlfriends, avoiding her brother's
probing questions, and second guessing every move she makes. Then
Philip, Miriam and Laura take a weekend trip to the big city -- a trip that
makes everything clear, and more confusing than ever.
Agatha's First Case - M. C. Beaton 2015-08-11
At age twenty six, Agatha Raisin has already come a long way. She has
clawed her way up since leaving the Birmingham slum where she was
born. She's lost her Birmingham accent, run away from her drunken
husband, and found a job at a public relations office as a secretary. Then
her boss asks Agatha to go to the home of Brian Devese to tell him that
he is soon going to be arrested for the murder of his wife and that the
agency no longer wants to represent him. Brian, impressed with the
pugnacious Agatha, asks her to handle PR for him and even offers her an
office and tells her she can hire a staff. Certainly the best thing Agatha
can do for her first client is to find out who really murdered his wife and
clear his name. And with her wits and gumption, Agatha sets out to do
just that. New York Times bestseller M. C. Beaton's Agatha Raisin—now
the star of a hit show on Acorn TV and public television—is beloved by
millions and this brand new short story take us back to where it all began
with Agatha's first case.

Upper Peninsula to his parents' cattle ranch in Bella Coola, British
Columbia, in remote western Canada. Joining him is his old friend Phil
Adams, a Defense Intelligence Agency counterintelligence case officer
based in Washington State. Reckless banking practices, hyperinflation,
and government negligence have led to an unprecedented socioeconomic
collapse in America that quickly spreads throughout the world. Lightly
populated Bella Coola is spared the worst of the chaos, but when order is
restored it comes in the form of a tyrannical army of occupation. Ray and
Phil soon become key players in the resistance movement, fighting the
occupiers in a war that will determine not only their own personal
survival, but also the future of North America. Liberators depicts a world
that is all too conceivable and terrifyingly familiar. Fastpaced and packed
with authentic information on outdoor survival, self-sufficiency, and
small-unit tactics, James Wesley, Rawles's latest thriller will resonate
with his dedicated fanbase and encourage new readers to prepare for
anything from lesser disasters to the dreaded worst-case scenario"-Fury of Fire - Coreene Callahan 2012
Commander of the Nightfury dragons, Bastian leads by example and
expects his warriors to follow Dragonkind's code. Honor is everything,
duty no option, but when both dictate he be the first to take a mate and
sire a son, Bastian falters. For the woman given into his care is most the
extraordinary he's ever met and even as she steals his heart, he knows
birthing his child will take her life.
Girl from Mars - Tamara Bach 2008-03-01
Miriam is fifteen and she has lived in the same little town her whole life,
going to school with the same kids who know everything about her. But
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